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WHAT IS RED:GLOW?

Red:GLOW is a network that explores the interactions between Gender, Leadership, 
Citizenship and young women’s agency, through developing youth work good 
practice.

Red:GLOW brings together 7 partner organisations from 6 European countries, 
each with a strong track record in empowering young women, including many from 
migrant, minority and disadvantaged backgrounds. Red:GLOW stands for Gender, 
Leadership, Outreach and Work, with Red meaning ‘network’ in Spanish.

Our research has shown that there is no similar European network where 
organisations and youth workers working with young women can share ideas, 
learning and best practice. The EU Erasmus+ funding that we have received for the 
delivery of this project is allowing us to explore how the network could be most 
effective in empowering young women as leaders and active citizens.

We hear so much conflicting evidence about the situation, hopes, dreams and 
opportunities for young women in Europe. They are often doing better than young 
men in education but are quickly overtaken in the workplace, and leadership 
opportunities as citizens, for example as politicians. Some migrant groups thrive, 
whilst others face multiple barriers to mainstream employment and having their 
voices heard by decision-makers.

We are exploring, through our network, what the challenges are, and how they can 
be overcome. Opportunity is not just about good pay and promotions. It is about 
creating environments where everybody can thrive. Opportunity is not just about 
the workplace, it’s also about people being engaged in agenda-setting and knowing 
how to have their voices heard as citizens. What does citizenship mean to young 
women and how do they express this? How do these ideas interact and intersect?

Red:GLOW is a network that will explore the interactions between Gender, 
Leadership in all areas of life, Outreach to often overlooked young women, and 
the workplace. How can we make sure that every young woman in Europe has the 
opportunity to find fulfilment? This is a hugely ambitious goal and one that we will 
be addressing a little at a time.
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METHODOLOGY

Over 100 female youth workers and x young women have been involved in the 
Red:GLOW project activities across Europe and their learning is reflected in this 
report. Report preparation started with the midpoint meeting, where the initial 
successes and challenges have been discussed. This provided a springboard for the 
collection of experiences, case studies and recommendations from 6 European 
countries. Following the consultation process the draft report was written up and 
circulated for the Red:GLOW consortium feedback. Quotes used in the text are from 
interviews and names have been changed to protect identities. 
This report builds on research undertaken by young women. To make this possible, 
they received support in building their skills in desk-based research and analysis, and 
interviewing, as well as insights into policy-making. 
 
The added value of the report are the insights, best practice, reflections and case 
studies from the following  European non-governmental organizations:
1. Porta Nevia- Fondazione Rui - Italy
2. Fundacjia Sursum- Slovenia
3. Stowarzyszenie Krzewienia Edukacji i Kultury Dziesiątką- Poland 
(Leading this report)
4. Kultūras un Izglītības biedrība - Latvia 
5. The Baytree Centre - UK
6. Fundacion Canfranc – Spain
7. WONDER Foundation – UK

A note on ‘Europe’. When this project was conceptualised, the UK was still a member 
state of the EU. Throughout this report, unless otherwise specified, Europe is used to 
refer to the EU member states + the UK. 
 

INTRODUCTION

The debate about whether or not women and girls have achieved equality still 
takes place in parliaments and homes. Whilst people argue over gendered exam 
results, and whether or not it is natural that women fall behind in their careers 
when they have children, there is still little understanding of the difference between 
gender equality and gender equity. Women have been struggling to get ahead in 
environments traditionally designed by and for men. Men have, until recently, made 
up most civil servants, still run most large businesses, and are still most commonly 
elected to public office. Where we network and how we network are still often very 
gendered, with gender-segregated social spaces, and men, whether or not they are 
fathers, seeing this socialising as an intrinsic part of their careers, whilst women, 
especially those with children see it as an optional extra. Work life balance means 
something different to men and women. This means that the systems to climb up 
these ladders and find oneself in positions of influence are not equitable. How do we 
address this?

Some young women are more disadvantaged than others, and this idea of 
intersectionality, or multiple disadvantage, is understood more in some European 
countries than others. EU, whose legal study on intersectional discrimination in EU 
gender equality and non-discrimination law states: 

1. Union, P.O. of the E. (2016). Intersectional discrimination in EU gender equality and non-
discrimination law. [online] op.europa.eu. Available at: https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-
detail/-/publication/d73a9221-b7c3-40f6-8414-8a48a2157a2f.

“It is increasingly recognised that discrimination can occur on the basis 
of more than one ground. A person who is discriminated against on 
grounds of her race might also suffer discrimination on grounds of her 
gender, her sexual orientation, her religion or belief, her age or her 
disability. Such discrimination can create cumulative disadvantage. 
Thus ethnic minority women, older women, black women and disabled 
women are among the most disadvantaged groups in many EU Member 
States1. Similar cumulative disadvantage is experienced by gay or 
lesbian members of ethnic minorities; disabled black people; younger 
ethnic minority members or older disabled people. The report begins 
by briefly defining its terms and setting out the problems the concept 
of intersectionality aims to address. There are several different ways of 
conceptualising discrimination when it occurs on more than one ground. 
Terms such as ‘multiple discrimination,’ ‘cumulative discrimination,’ 
‘compound discrimination,’ ‘combined discrimination’ and ‘intersectional 
discrimination’ are often used interchangeably although they might 
have subtly different meanings. There is no single settled terminology, 
either within legal systems or in the literature. Generally, however, 
there are three main ways in which such discrimination may manifest 
itself. The first is when a person suffers discrimination on different 
grounds on separate occasions. For the purposes of this report, this 
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type of discrimination will be called ‘sequential multiple discrimination.’ 
A second manifestation occurs when a person is discriminated against 
on the same occasion but in two different ways. For example, a gay 
woman might claim that she has been subject to harassment both 
because she is a woman and because she is gay. Such discrimination 
can be said to be ‘additive’, in that each type of discrimination can be 
proved independently. For the purposes of this report, this type of 
discrimination will be called ‘additive multiple discrimination.’ The third 
manifestation is, however, of a different order in that discrimination does 
not simply consist in the addition of two sources of discrimination; the 
result is qualitatively different, or, as Crenshaw terms it, ‘synergistic.’ For 
example, black women may experience discrimination in a way which is 
qualitatively different from either white women or black men. 
Black women share some experiences in common with both white 
women and black men, but they also differ in important respects. Thus 
while white women may be the victims of sex discrimination, they 
may also be the beneficiaries and even the perpetrators of racism. 
Conversely, black men may experience racism but be the beneficiaries 
and perpetrators of sexism.

The Red:GLOW project has sought to address the challenges that young women 
face to thrive through youth work, and through this lens to understand how the 
intersecting issues that affect young women’s ability to thrive as adults can be 
understood and addressed. In delivering this project across 6 European countries 
(UK, Italy, Spain, Latvia, Poland and Slovenia) we have gained an insight into the 
shared issues that European young women face, despite the barriers and prejudices 
faced by young people in each country varying. This paper shares insights from 
youth workers who have worked with young women within the Red:GLOW project 
over the last two years, and young women themselves who have participated. 

We have identified a number of issues shared by young women across our projects- 
low confidence, fear of failure, lack of awareness of routes into careers, and 
employers’ expectations, and low awareness of their rights or responsibilities as 
citizens, and how this could affect the power they have to create change. Whilst 
these are certainly deepened in those with multiple disadvantages, they strongly 
resonated even amongst middle-class young women from educated families with 
well-resourced parents. This suggests that young women do not have adequate 
support, information or education. 

This report explores these themes across 3 sections:  
1) An overview of the situation for young women in Europe
2) Building young women’s leadership at work and as citizens: what we have learnt
3) Policy recommendations to develop young women’s leadership 

At the beginning of Red:GLOW – GLOW standing for Gender, Leadership, Outreach 
and Work - the youth workers and organisations worked together to further develop 
our understanding of the challenges we were seeing young women face, and how we 
saw that our work was addressing them. We came up with this diagram: 

As you will see in the research below, young women in Europe are doing well 
at school. In fact, most of the time they are beating their male age mates in exam 
results.

THE GLOW CONCEPT

ASPIRATION: 
CITIZENSHIP

• Young people are not 
engaging in solidarity 
behaviours, voting etc

• Social integration (ethnic, 
class, education, etc) is 
poor

ASPIRATION:
 GOOD WORK

• Young people across 
Europe are struggling to 
get good jobs

• Young women are 
struggling to compete 
with men for the best 
jobs, despite often being 
better educated

BIGGER PICTURE
• Citizenship activities such as volunteering lead to the 

development of skills which make young people more 
employable

• Being employed in decent jobs as an act of citizenship (tax 
contribution, service through paid work), it also:
• Develops skills as knowledge that can be used in 

citizenship activities
• Gives opportunities for employees to be better citizens 

within their workplaces through being justice and 
identifying acting on injustice

YOUNG WOMEN
• Particulary if they are migrants, ethnic minorities, 

from certain religions, low income families 
etc=INTERSECTIONALITY

• Low levels of adaptability or initiative, preventing them 
from engaging as citizens  or becoming desirable 
emplyees

• Not conscious of what they know or what they are good at

YOUTH WORKER
• Support/advise young women in understanding the bigger 

picture, setting goals, taking action and building self-
knowledge

• Provide opportunities for gaining skills and knowledge

THE RED:GLOW CONCEPT
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Throughout their time at school and university, young women do a lot of 
volunteering. They give themselves to their communities and good causes. They are 
gaining transferable skills, connections and real experience, but often don’t have the 
support to reflect on this. On their CVs they write that they have experience looking 
after children or planting trees, but not managing budgets, planning projects or 
undertaking stakeholder engagement. In interviews with employers they talk about 
their passion but not their skills. Young women talk themselves out of roles despite 
their achievements.

By the time young women leave university young men are, on average, doing better. 
From there on, most young men with the same results will do better in their career, 
in prestigious appointments and in leadership positions within their community. Why 
is this? Is it because women have children? Perhaps. But long before they take time 
out for maternity leave, young women are losing out.

Part of the set-back for young women is confidence. So many professional women 
have what we call ‘imposter syndrome’. Despite evidence to the contrary, they 
feel incompetent in their jobs and are reluctant to seek promotion or further 
responsibility. In part, this is a result of a system that is geared against the way many 
women think and act. Workplace cultures are often set up to reward individual 
ambition and competition: traditionally male traits. Women often thrive in 
collaborative environments, where they can foster each other’s talents and play to 
their strengths for a better outcome for the organisation.

Women often invest in mission and relationships in the workplace, rather than 
simply promotion or a pay rise. This means that they can be overlooked when a 
promotion is up for grabs. Many women are not asking for pay rises and promotions, 
because many women don’t think they deserve them. Most women do not apply for 
positions unless they feel that they can already do the job perfectly, and male bosses 
may see this as a sign of incompetence. As women, we do not blow our own horns, 
or claim a team success as our own, so we get overlooked.

We also get overlooked because we are not forming the right relationships. Women 
are still excluded from the male social spaces, the sports talk and the after-work 
drinks, that lead to connection with superiors and informal mentoring that lead 
to networking and advancement. As we get older and start a family, men still see 
this as an important part of their work, and women see it as something that is less 
important than getting home to their children. What is more, mentoring benefits 
those women who mentor, giving them the opportunity to consolidate and broaden 
their own knowledge, as well as to better know their industries2.

What consequences does this have outside of work? With women’s lack of 
confidence and slow progression up the rungs, they do not have the same claims 
to prestige as citizens. Women are not often the people who people seek out to 
join boards or stand as political candidates. We do not have the connections that 
recommend us for these roles, so, these roles go to other people, usually men. 
Women’s voices and experiences are lost in the process.

This also plays back into the workplace. Often, women do not have connections that 

2. Neal, S. (2013).  Women as Mentors: Does She or Doesn’t She? Development Dimensions 
International Available at: <http://dl.ueb.edu.vn/bitstream/1247/8574/1/BAI%205.%20TRAN%20
BICH%20LIEU.pdf> .

recommend they apply for a job somewhere they never had considered. Women are 
not gaining the skills through roles that allow them to get promotions and greater 
success in their professional work.

From our experience, we saw that support from a good mentor, teacher, or youth 
worker could help us to overcome these things. To reflect on what we learn in the 
workplace, at school and in the community, so that we can overcome our fears, 
negotiate systems and cultures and make the most of our talents and capacities.
Young women have an important role to play in the creation of a fairer and more 
just society- good working conditions, a welcoming society and more equitable 
structures. This is why Red:GLOW exists. To give young women an opportunity to 
reflect on the transferable skills they learn through volunteering, to boost their 
confidence and to help them build leadership skills with youth workers.

http://dl.ueb.edu.vn/bitstream/1247/8574/1/BAI%205.%20TRAN%20BICH%20LIEU.pdf
http://dl.ueb.edu.vn/bitstream/1247/8574/1/BAI%205.%20TRAN%20BICH%20LIEU.pdf
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A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE SITUATION 
FOR YOUNG WOMEN IN EUROPE

“Although the EU has progressed towards gender equality, developments 
are uneven between Member States. Sweden (83.6 points) and Denmark 
(77.5 points) are consistently the most gender-equal societies. Greece 
(51.2 points) and Hungary (51.9 points) have the longest way to go. Italy 
and Cyprus have improved the most (+ 13.8 points and + 10.4 points), 
while Lithuania is the only country not to have made any progress in 
gender equality since 2005. In some domains, progress has slowed, 
stalled or even regressed. We are still far from the finish line.” 

The most recent Gender Equality Index, which still included the UK, showed 
a score of 67.4/100 for the EU3, where 100 represents total equality. 
The report states that:

Sweden is often seen, globally, as a bastion of equality, but this shows that even 
there, women face additional challenges, and that in parts of Europe gender 
inequality remains considerable. The Gender Equality Index report provides a strong 
evidence base for understanding the challenges that young women continue to face 
– or will face – in reaching their goals and having equality, and we recommend 
it as a reference point. 

It should also be noted that EU research indicates that COVID-19 has exacerbated 
gender inequality, and disproportionately affected women and ethnic minorities, 
across Europe4. It should also be noted that it is expected that the levels of 
inequality will have varied between European countries, as the expressions 
of gender equality is affected by local cultural norms and policies. 

3. European Institute for Gender Equality. (2019). European Union | Index | 2019 | Gender Equality 
Index | European Institute for Gender Equality. [online] Available at: https://eige.europa.eu/
gender-equality-index/2019
4. Blaskó, Z.  and Papadimitriou, E. (2020). ‘How will the COVID-19 crisis affect existing gender 
divides in Europe?’, (Brussels: European Commission, 2020).
5. Eurostat, LFS. (2020), Young people aged 20-24 with at least upper secondary educational 
attainment level by sex [Data file]. Available at: <https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/youth/data/
eu-dashboard> [Accessed 7 October 2020]. Data encompasses the 27 EU member states (including 
French overseas territories) and the (former member), UK.

EDUCATION Between 2009 and 2018 the number of young people (aged 20-24) having at least 
completed upper secondary education increased by 5.5%. This slow but constant 
increase throughout the EU (including the UK)5, means that over 4/5s of young 
people now complete secondary education. However, across the EU there is a 
variation of almost 40% difference between the rates in the highest and lowest 
ranked countries. When young people finish school there is a gender difference – 
one that favours young women. In 2018 86.1% of women aged 20-24 attained 
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at least an upper secondary education compared to with 81% of males within the 
same age group6, with more young men in the workplace. 

Whilst young people are in school gender differences can also be seen7.  Across 
Europe girls consistently excel at reading compared to male peers, while boys on 
average perform better in mathematics. The relative performance in skillsets can 
influence later choices of study in higher education resulting in fewer females in 
STEM subjects, with women favouring professions in education or the arts with 
these career paths becoming feminised and contributed to gender roles and biases 
within society8. It should also be noted that girls’ success at school is despite the fact 
that, across Europe, 1-2 young people in each classroom are young carers, and they 
are up to 5 times more likely to be female9. 

Young women go into tertiary education at higher rates than young men, with 
growing numbers of graduates over the last decade. Overall, 40.7% of individuals 
aged between 30 and 34 had obtained an upper education by 2018, with a higher 
proportion of the female population aged 30-34 having completed tertiary 
education (45.8%) than males of the same age (35.7%)10, and higher numbers 
of women than men completing university degrees. 

The youth (young people aged 15-29 years old) unemployment rate across all 
educational attainment levels in the EU reached its peak in 2013 at 18.9%. We are 
expecting this to again be a challenge post-COVID, with youth unemployment rates 
already rising across the UK and EU from a pre-COVID rate of 14.9%11. 

Across Europe young people face higher unemployment rates than other age 
groups in the workforce12. Additionally those EU countries most severely affected 
by the financial crisis ten years ago have the highest youth unemployment rates 
(e.g. Greece, 32.3%; Spain, 26.2%)13. This does not suggest a simple and direct 
correlation between the economic crisis and youth unemployment today. Instead, 

6. Eurostat, LFS. (2020), Young people aged 20-24 with at least upper secondary educational 
attainment level by sex [Data file]. Available at:  <https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/youth/data/
eu-dashboard>
7. Jurviste, U.,  Prpic, M.  and Claros, E.   (2015) Differences between 15 year old boys and girls 
in areas of reading, mathematics and science’, European Parliamentary Research Service Blog, 
Available at: <https://epthinktank.eu/2015/03/04/women-and-education-in-the-eu/differences_
between_15_years_old_boys_girls/
8. Jurviste, U.,  Prpic, M.  and Claros, E.   (2015) Differences between 15 year old boys and girls 
in areas of reading, mathematics and science’, European Parliamentary Research Service Blog, 
Available at: <https://epthinktank.eu/2015/03/04/women-and-education-in-the-eu/differences_
between_15_years_old_boys_girls/.
9. Pietikäinen,  S. (2018). Report on care services in the EU for improved gender equality.  
Committee on Women’s Rights and Gender Equality. Available at: https://www.europarl.europa.eu/
doceo/document/A-8-2018-0352_EN.html?redirect
10. Eurostat, LFS, (2020), Tertiary education attainment [Data file]. Available at: <https://ec.europa.
eu/eurostat/web/youth/data/eu-dashboard>
11. Guillot J.D. (2020), Covid-19: how the EU fights youth unemployment: News: European 
Parliament, European Parliament, Available at: <https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/
headlines/society/20200709STO83004/covid-19-how-the-eu-fights-youth-unemployment>
12. Eurostat (2020). Unemployment rates EU-28, EA-19, seasonally adjusted, January 2000 
– August 2020’, Available at : <https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.
php?title=Unemployment_statistics#Longer-term_unemployment_trends>
13. Eurostat, LFS, (2020), Youth unemployment rate by sex, age and educational attainment level 
[Data file]. Retrieved from <https://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/submitViewTableAction.do>

14. Eurostat (2020). Unemployment rates EU-28, EA-19, seasonally adjusted, January 2000 
– August 2020’, Available at : <https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.
php?title=Unemployment_statistics#Longer-term_unemployment_trends>
15. Loi D, Patrizio M and Samek M. 2017. Young Women’s unemployment in EU.  European 
Parliament. <http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2017/583125/IPOL_
BRI(2017)583125_EN.pdf
16. Succi, C. and Canovi, M. (2019). Soft skills to enhance graduate employability: comparing 
students and employers’ perceptions. Studies in Higher Education,  45(9) pp.1–14.
17. Succi, C. and Canovi, M. (2019). Soft skills to enhance graduate employability: comparing 
students and employers’ perceptions. Studies in Higher Education,  45(9) pp.1–14.
18. European Institute for Gender Equality. (2020). Motherhood, low education and migration are 
particular barriers to work for women. Available at: https://eige.europa.eu/publications/gender-
equality-index-2019-report/motherhood-low-education-and-migration-are-particular-barriers-
work-women 
19. Highlights of the Gender Equality Index 2019. (2019) European Institute for Gender Equality 
https://eige.europa.eu/publications/gender-equality-index-2019-report/highlights>
20. Loi D, Patrizio M and Samek M. 2017. Young Women’s unemployment in EU.  European 
Parliament. <http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2017/583125/IPOL_
BRI(2017)583125_EN.pdf>
21. Eurostat, LFS, (2020), Youth unemployment rate by sex, age and educational attainment level 
[Data file]. Available at: https://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/submitViewTableAction.do
22. Loi D, Patrizio M and Samek M. 2017. Young Women’s unemployment in EU.  European 
Parliament. <http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2017/583125/IPOL_
BRI(2017)583125_EN.pdf>

THE WORKPLACE

other variables need to be taken into consideration14. Labour market policies and 
demographic changes should also be considered as important variables.
The European Parliament15 has stated that the high rates of youth unemployment 
can also be explained by ‘labour market mismatches due to inadequate skills, limited 
geographic mobility or inadequate wage conditions’. A key challenge to young 
women with good academic attainment struggling to continue their success as they 
enter the world of work is that employers across Europe have, for over a decade, 
been increasingly been emphasising soft skills competence in addition, or even 
instead of, technical knowledge16. However, it should be noted that the soft skills 
prioritised by employers differ between countries within Europe17. 

Gender Gaps in Employment

In 2017 the EU-2818 gender gap in mean monthly earnings was 20%19 to the 
detriment of women, increasing substantially for couples with children (36 %), lone 
parents (31 %) or those with high educational qualifications (33 %). Throughout 
the life-course these inequalities lead not only to a gender gap in mean monthly 
earnings of 38 % among those aged 65 or more, but also to increased exposure to 
poverty for women in retirement.

Between 2007 and 2016 the gender gap in youth employment fell20, young people 
seeing their employment opportunities worst affected by the economic crisis in that 
period. In 2018, the youth unemployment rate for males aged 15-29 reached 12.1% 
as compared to 11.8% for women of the same age21. Whilst the gender gap seems to 
have improved for this generation, studies show22 that this is because there has been 
a decrease in young men’s employment, rather than women accessing more jobs. 
Moreover, young women are more likely to be employed in part-time jobs than men 
(women 31.6% and men 16.9%). 
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Barriers to advancement within the workplace for young women

There are various barriers to advancement within the workplace for young women. 
Whilst we often talk of ‘glass ceilings’ and ‘sticky floors’23 our own experiences 
within the Red:GLOW network suggest that the Labyrinth model better reflects 
the complexity of women’s progress24. Barriers depend on living situations, socio-
cultural norms, and the structure of the economy of each country. Nevertheless, 
similar patterns can be observed throughout Europe. 

According to Eurofound25 women in Europe face greater struggles than men to 
progress within the workplace as they have more difficulties in accessing finance, 
training and networking. Some have argued that whilst more women seem to 
achieve success in tertiary education, the subjects often chosen might translate into 
poorer employment opportunities and a larger skill mismatch26. As discussed earlier, 
educational choices may be determined by performance in different subjects in early 
education with women opting out of careers in STEM subjects which is exacerbated 
by gender stereotypes since mathematics and science are traditionally male 
dominated fields27 and lack support for female progression. 

Work-life balance is a challenge. Women face more constraints in ‘combining 
work, care and leisure in daily life’28. In other words, within families, women rather 
than men tend to adapt their lives if there are additional care needs in the family, 
whether this is children, or adults facing sickness, old age or disability. This - what 
some scholars have named the ‘women work penalty’ - has been seen within the 
COVID crisis29, with women disproportionately bearing the load of children being 
out of school and elder family members needing additional support. Whilst policies 
are being developed across Europe to better assist with mother’s caring necessities, 
such as increasing flexible working schedules or maternal leave, they are far from 
providing a solution to the issue. This is further exacerbated by gendered divisions 
in household labour, with women, even in dual earner couples in the most gender-
equal European countries still spending much more time than men on household 
and family responsibilities30.

23. Comment: much of the academic literature only looks at how having kids impacts the 
advancement of women in the workplace, I have found it quiet hard to find research proposing 
other explanations. (Even harder when specifically looking at Europe).
24. Carli, L. L. and Eagly A. H. (2016) Women face a labyrinth: an examination of metaphors for 
women leaders.  Gender in Management, 31.8.
25. Mascherini, M. Bisello, M and Leston, I.R, (2016)  The gender employment gap: Challenges and 
solutions  (Luxembourg: Publications Office of the European Union).
26. Flabbi, L. (2012).  Gender differences in education, career choices and labor market outcomes on 
a sample of OECD countries. Washington DC: World Development Report Background Papers.
27. Jurviste, U.,  Prpic, M.  and Claros, E.   (2015) Differences between 15 year old boys and girls 
in areas of reading, mathematics and science’, European Parliamentary Research Service Blog, 
Available at: <https://epthinktank.eu/2015/03/04/women-and-education-in-the-eu/differences_
between_15_years_old_boys_girls/
28. Bakker, W and Karsten, L.  (2013). ‘Balancing paid work, care and leisure in post-separation 
households: A comparison of single parent with co-parents’, Acta Sociologica, 56.
29. Savage, M. (2020) ‘How Covid-19 is changing women’s lives’, BBC News,  Available at: https://
www.bbc.com/worklife/article/20200630-how-covid-19-is-changing-womens-lives
30. Cunha, V. and Atalaia, S. The gender(ed) division of labour in Europe: patterns of practices in 18 
EU countries. Sociologia, Problemas e Práticas, 90, (2019).
31. Loi D, Patrizio M and Samek M. 2017. Young Women’s unemployment in EU.  European 
Parliament. <http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2017/583125/IPOL_
BRI(2017)583125_EN.pdf>
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Balance Policies on Gender-Role Attitudes. Social sciences, 8(1), (2019).
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Occupations and the Gender Pay Gap.  Köln Z Soziol, 72, 291–315. Available at https://link.springer.
com/article/10.1007/s11577-020-00678-z
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sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0262407919305639
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sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0927537113000122 
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30, pp.1–15. Available at: https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1040260815300010  
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European Social Policy, 27(5), pp.433–446. Available at: https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/
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Studies31 have shown that women end up in involuntary temporary and part-time 
roles across Europe, and are also less likely to be self-employed, meaning they 
have less labour rights but are also not the beneficiaries of being decision-makers 
in businesses. Because of their limited duration, short term contracts or part-time 
positions limit the ability of the employee to achieve and obtain promotions within 
the company she is working in. Temporary contracts are also less regulated and 
protected, increasing the risks for the employee to exploitation, and to lose their job 
with less warning. Moreover, whilst temporary contracts can be perceived by young 
people as an opportunity to gain work experience and boost their CVs, the lack of 
protection that comes with these contracts places them at higher risk of sudden 
unemployment.  

While it is easy to suggest that women earn less because gender norms pushes 
women into ‘female’ jobs32 rather than better paying jobs, for example in STEM 
fields, that have traditionally been the reserve of men, there are wider discussions 
to be had about how traditionally female skills and occupations are devalued and 
therefore do not attract the same level of financial compensation33. Within STEM, 
women still earn less than their male colleagues34 and women who do succeed in any 
industry still see a wage-gap at the top of their industries35. 

An equitable society should recognise the rights of women to choose fulfilling 
occupations, and for those choices to be recognised by policymakers. Women who 
freely choose to spend time parenting are penalised by governments who do not 
see this as ‘real work’. They are both not financially compensated for work which 
they would otherwise have to pay someone else to do and may also incur long-term 
penalties, for example a reduction in their pension provision36. Whilst women’s ideal 
balance of work and home life varies greatly across Europe37, women should not be 
penalised or stigmatised for choosing motherhood, and should be able to choose to 
stay at home with children, which has been found to increase mothers’ happiness in 
some instances, which is a positive outcome for women38. 
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Violence against women and girls and the workplace

The role of violence and harassment to women’s professional progress needs to be 
examined further. 75% of women in qualified professions or top management jobs 
and 61% of women employed in the services sector have been subject to sexual 
harassment39. Since the rise of the #MeToo movement the systemic nature of sexual 
harassment has been exposed and employers and governments have begun to take 
this issue more seriously. The ILO recently adopted a new convention regarding 
the elimination of violence and harassment in the workplace40 which encompasses 
gender-based violence in the workplace, yet companies still need to ratify this 
convention. Given the prevalence of VAWG (Violence against Women and Girls) 
both at work, but also at home, the emotional and physical impact it has on affected 
women’s ability to perform well at work, and therefore be promoted, needs to 
be examined further. Domestic violence has also risen during COVID, with people 
confined at home, and will be impacting women’s careers and productivity41. 

VAWG refers to the sexual, physical and psychological abuse experienced by women 
and girls. This violence can take many forms and is manifested in different private 
or public places such as workplaces, streets or homes. Violence against women is 
both a manifestation and a reinforcer of gender-based inequalities in society42. Since 
this violence is gender specific, it is important to address them from a structural 
perspective to reduce inequalities. Nevertheless, different forms of violence will 
affect women differently. This is why it is also necessary to provide individualised 
assistance to affected women and girls to limit the negative impact this will have on 
their life and achievement in society. 

Migrant and ethnic minority women in the workplace

Migrant and minority women face double disadvantage43. They are more likely to be 
underemployed than other women and also than migrant and minority men. 
It should be noted that within and between minorities there are differences between 

39. European Commission. 2018 Report on equality between women and men in the EU. Available 
at: https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/aid_development_cooperation_fundamental_rights/
annual_report_ge_2018_en.pdf
40. Geneva Convention 190. International Labour Conference. Available at: https://www.ilo.org/
wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_norm/---relconf/documents/meetingdocument/wcms_711570.pdf 
41. OECD. (2020). Women at the core of the fight against COVID-19 crisis. [online] Available at: 
https://www.oecd.org/coronavirus/policy-responses/women-at-the-core-of-the-fight-against-
covid-19-crisis-553a8269/
42. Violence Against Women & Girls. (2019). Terminology. [online] Available at: https://www.
vawgresourceguide.org/terminolgy
43. Rubin, J., Rendall, M., Rabinovich, L., Tsang, F. and Janta, B. (2008). Migrant women in the 
EU labour force Summary of findings. [online] Available at: https://ec.europa.eu/migrant-
integration/?action=media.download&uuid=2A77D3B8-90AC-3D46-7F52E41D1157FE6C
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Gorjas. Contemporary Sociology: A Journal of Reviews, 43(1), pp.97–98. Available at : .https://www.
researchgate.net/publication/287024211_Ethnicity_and_education_in_England_and_Europe_
Gangstas_geeks_and_gorjas 
45. Kööts-Ausmees, L. and Realo, A. (2016). Life Satisfaction Among Ethnic Minorities in 
Europe. Journal of Cross-Cultural Psychology, 47(3), pp.457–478. Available at:  https://doi.
org/10.1177/0022022116628671  
46. Ons.gov.uk. (2018). Ethnicity pay gaps in Great Britain - Office for National Statistics. 
[online] Available at: https://www.ons.gov.uk/employmentandlabourmarket/peopleinwork/
earningsandworkinghours/articles/ethnicitypaygapsingreatbritain/2018

47. Barslund, M., Di, A. and Ludolph, B. (2017). Gender Inequality and Integration of Non-EU 
Migrants in the EU. [online] Available at: http://aei.pitt.edu/84486/1/No_2017-06_MB_et_al_
Gender_Inequality_and_Integration_of_Non-EU_Migrants_in_the_EU.pdf
48. Giannoni, M., Franzini, L. and Masiero, G. (2016). Migrant integration policies and health 
inequalities in Europe. BMC Public Health, 16(1). https://link.springer.com/article/10.1186/s12889-
016-3095-9 
49. Veit, S. and Thijsen, L. (2019). Almost identical but still treated differently: hiring discrimination 
against foreign-born and domestic-born minorities. Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies, DOI 
[online] Available at: https://doi.org/10.1080/1369183X.2019.1622825 
50. Skinner, G., Mortimore, R. and Spielman, D. (2019). How Britain voted in the 2019  election. 
[online] Ipsos MORI. Available at: https://www.ipsos.com/ipsos-mori/en-uk/how-britain-voted-
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51. Helm, T. (2018). EU referendum: youth turnout almost twice as high as first thought. [online] 
the Guardian. Available at: https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2016/jul/09/young-people-
referendum-turnout-brexit-twice-as-high. 
52. European Parliament (2019). The 2019 European elections: A pro-European – and young – 
electorate with clear expectations. Available at: http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-
room/20190710IPR56721/2019-eu-elections-a-pro-european-and-young-electorate-with-clear-
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attitudes to women, education, work and citizenship44 45, and that some ethnic 
minorities typically earn more than host communities46. However, in comparison 
to European host communities they are more likely to fall into low-paid, gender-
segregated work, for example cleaning, care work and domestic work, often because 
their qualifications aren’t recognised, their language skills are poor or the have 
poor social capital to find work opportunities47. They are less likely to have good 
labour rights in these type of jobs. Additionally, they are likely to have poorer health 
outcomes48. Across Europe minorities face discrimination49, ranging from being less 
likely to be interviewed if they have a ‘foreign’ name, to facing barriers to the social 
events where social capital is built within workplaces.

Citizenship is a broad term, and its meaning for young people is explored throughout 
this document. Here we look at political engagement and civic engagement.

Political engagement

Young people in Europe experience high levels of political apathy. In the UK 47% 
of 18-24 year olds voted in the 2019 general election50, down from 66% voting in the 
Brexit referendum51. In all UK elections in the last decade the proportion of young 
people voting is significantly fewer than older age groups. The Economist proposes 
that the low youth voter turnout is potentially caused by the sentiment that it is not 
worth voting for anyone. Young people feel that their vote doesn’t count or simply 
that they are unaffected by political decisions. Lack of political engagement amongst 
young people is a problem across the EU, although the most recent European 
election saw youth turnout participation increasing by 50% since 2014 with 42% 
of 16/18-24 year olds voting52. David Sassoli, President of the European Parliament 
since 2019 suggests that the increase in voter turnout is due to a strong pro-EU 
sentiment and increased acknowledgement of civic duty, perhaps sparked by Brexit, 
or people taking a stronger interest in global issues such as climate change. 

Despite young people’s disillusionment in their democracies and feeling that their 
vote doesn’t count, they are not completely disengaged from citizenship.  The 
internet is an opportunity for civic engagement that young people are turning to 
as a source of news and information as well as a way to be politically engaged. For 
instance, in 2018 57% of young people aged 16-29 living in the EU used the internet 
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to interact with public authorities53. The widespread use of the internet and social 
media as a political tool could also contribute to the low voter turnout as people 
form echo chambers, becoming increasingly disengaged with democracy, and are 
subjected to fake news which can facilitate the rise of populist views. Furthermore, 
advances in big data have facilitated micro targeting which can be used in political 
campaigns to persuade voting decisions, and has even been used to encourage 
citizens, particularly the younger generation, to abstain from voting entirely.

Gender and politics

It is well known that women are typically underrepresented in politics with women 
accounting for 40.4%54 of members of the European Parliament – a record high. 
In 2020 Sweden, Spain, Belgium and Portugal are the only countries with over 40% 
of national MPs being female, with the highest, Sweden, having 47%. 
EU members Cyprus, Malta and Hungary (12.1%) have less than 20 percent female 
representation. In 2020, only 455 EU countries had female premiers – Belgium, 
Denmark, Germany and Finland. 

However, even in countries with higher proportions of women elected, women 
can be seen to be less politically engaged than men in other ways56. For example, 
they may contact their MPs less and take part in protests less frequently, and be 
less involved in party politics. Indeed, gender equality in voting turnout has still not 
quite been achieved. Studies have shown that while there is often gender parity in 
voting turnout for national elections, women frequently vote less often than men 
for elections which are often given less importance such as local and European 
elections57. This evidence goes to show that we still have not achieved democratic 
equality and gender still plays a role in politics.

Other forms of civic engagement

Volunteering is an important expression of active citizenship and owning change 
in our communities. In the European Union 31.7% of young people aged between 
16-29 years engage in voluntary activities58 with a higher proportion of young 

53. Europa.eu.(2020). Individuals using the internet for interacting with public authorities. [online] 
Available at: https://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.do?query=BOOKMARK_DS-125123_
QID_-1E067024_UID_-3F171EB0&layout=TIME,C,X,0;GEO,L,Y,0;INDIC_IS,L,Z,0;IND_TYPE,L,Z,1;U-
NIT,L,Z,2;INDICATORS,C,Z,3;&zSelection=DS-125123INDIC_IS,I_IUGOV12;DS-125123INDICA-
TORS,OBS_FLAG;DS-125123UNIT,PC_IND;DS-125123IND_TYPE,Y16_29;&rankName1=UNI-
T_1_2_-1_2&rankName2=INDICATORS_1_2_-1_2&rankName3=INDIC-IS_1_2_-1_2&rankNa-
me4=IND-TYPE_1_2_-1_2&rankName5=TIME_1_0_0_0&rankName6=GEO_1_2_0_1&sortC=A-
SC_-1_FIRST&rStp=&cStp=&rDCh=&cDCh=&rDM=true&cDM=true&footnes=false&empty=fal-
se&wai=false&time_mode=FIXED&time_most_recent=false&lang=EN&cfo=%23%23%23%2C%23%2
3%23.%23%23%23&lang=en
54. Women in the European Parliament (infographics). 2019). Available at: .https://www.europarl.
europa.eu/news/en/headlines/society/20190226STO28804/women-in-the-european-parliament-
infographics
55. European Council, Council of the European Union (2020). Members of the European Council. 
[online] Available at: https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/european-council/members/
56. Gender Equality Commission (GEC). (2016)  Balanced participation of women and men in 
decision-making. [online] Available at: https://rm.coe.int/analytical-report-data-2016-/1680751a3e
57. Kostelka, F., Blais, A., and Gidengil, E.  (2019). Has the gender gap in voting turnout really 
disappeared? Available at: http://www.democraticaudit.com/2019/01/03/has-the-gender-gap-in-
voter-turnout-really-disappeared/
58. Europa.eu. Individuals using the internet for interacting with public authorities (2019). [online] 
Available at: https://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/submitViewTableAction.do 

59. Gil-Lacruz, A.I., Marcuello, C. and Saz-Gil, M.I. (2018). Gender differences in European volunteer 
rates. Journal of Gender Studies, 28(2), pp.127–144. https://doi.org/10.1080/09589236.2018.14410
16  
60. Youth.gov. (2019). Civic Engagement | Youth.gov. [online] Available at: https://youth.gov/youth-
topics/civic-engagement-and-volunteering.
61. Europa.eu. (2020). Participation of young people in activities of churches or other religious 
organisations by sex and age [online] Available at: https://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.
do?dataset=yth_part_030&lang=en. 
62. Appg. (2018) Integration not Demonisation. . [online] Available at: https://socialintegrationappg.
org.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2018/09/Final-Report-into-the-integration-of-migrants.pdf
63. Oskooii, K.A.R. and Dana, K. (2017). Muslims in Great Britain: the impact of 
mosque attendance on political behaviour and civic engagement. Journal of Ethnic and 
Migration Studies, 44(9), pp.1479–1505. Available at: https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/
abs/10.1080/1369183X.2017.1330652  
64. Pilati, K. and Morales, L. ‘Participation of migrants in European cities: patterns of civic and 
political engagement’ in The Routledge Handbook of the Governance of Migration and Diversity in 
Cities ed., by Scholten, P., Caponio, T. and Zapata-Barrero. R. (London: Routledge, 2019), pp.77-92.
65. FRA – EUROPEAN UNION AGENCY FOR FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS. (2019. )EU-MIDIS II Being Black 
in the EU Second European Union Minorities and Discrimination Survey Summary. [online] Available 
at: https://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/fra_uploads/fra-2019-being-black-in-the-eu-summary_
en.pdf
66. Kende, A., Hadarics, M. and Lášticová, B. (2017). Anti-Roma attitudes as expressions of 
dominant social norms in Eastern Europe. International Journal of Intercultural Relations, 60, 
pp.12–27. Available at: https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0147176716302851

women (33.6%) volunteering than young men (29.9%). Slovenia has the highest 
youth volunteering rate across the EU at 75.4% with Denmark having the lowest rate 
at 2.3%. Young men and young women engage in different types of volunteering 
activities, with young women tending towards focus on social impact, and young 
men tending towards professionally-related volunteering.59

Beyond volunteering and political engagement, there are other forms of active 
citizenship. Civic engagement can be defined as “working to make a difference in the 
civic life of one’s community and developing the combination of knowledge, skills, 
values and motivation to make that difference. It means promoting the quality of life 
in a community, through both political and non-political processes.”60 

Civic engagement is not limited to volunteering, it encompasses all activities which 
help a community develop and enhance citizenship, for example involvement with 
a church or other religious organisation. In the EU 17.4% of young people aged 16-29 
are religiously engaged61, with more female participation (19.3%) compared 
to 15.5% of males. The challenge of reduced civic engagement, as found in the UK62 
is also that it reduces the number of opportunities that young people have to meet 
people out of their immediate circles, generation and socio-economic backgrounds. 
This is a challenge both to social integration and to building social capital. This 
hampers women and those from lower socio-economic backgrounds, including many 
immigrants, worst. 

In addition, civic engagement varies amongst ethnic and cultural minorities, 
for example Mosque attendance in the UK correlating with higher levels of political 
and civic participation amongst Muslims63. Civic participation amongst migrant 
and minority groups varies greatly between countries and cities, and is affected 
by individual factors such as age, marital status and gender64. With minorities facing 
prejudice across Europe, exemplified by Black Europeans facing racial discrimination 
and violence even from the police meant to be protecting their rights65, 
or mainstream acceptance of anti-Roma rhetoric66, the challenges to minorities’ 
active citizenship are obvious. 
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DEVELOPING 
SOCIAL CAPITAL 

THE ROLE 
OF YOUTH WORK

Social capital is defined by the OECD as “networks together with shared norms, 
values and understandings that facilitate co-operation within or among groups”67. 
 
Harvard Business Review published a report68 that found that women are typically 
more likely to volunteer for tasks that don’t result in promotions in the workplace 
than men – mundane tasks that require less skill such as admin and don’t produce 
revenue or have any significant impact yet nonetheless must be completed by 
someone. This is perpetuated as the more women accept these tasks, the more 
often they are asked to do them as it is expected they will say yes. Due to this 
inequitable distribution of work, women are given fewer opportunities to take part 
in tasks that will enhance their career progression, inhibiting them from generating 
social capital through networking. This could be one way to explain why despite 
education levels being on average amongst females as we have seen, women still 
face challenges both entering employment and climbing the job ladder; In the EU 
women represent just 36% of managers, 27% of board members and only 17% of 
senior executives69.

We cannot ignore the stereotype that men are typically more confident than 
women especially when it comes to the workplace. A study found that men tend 
to overestimate their performance and skills whereas women underestimate 
themselves70 or have ‘imposter syndrome’. This lack of self-confidence in women 
can prevent them from applying for promotions or attending events that could 
allow them to network with senior employees, thus limiting their ability to gain 
the professional connections to advance within their workplace, or to get a job in 
a new organisation. Further, this limits their ability to be put forward – or to put 
themselves forward – for civic positions of responsibility. This can be a particular 
challenge for women with multiple barriers to participation, for example Muslim 
women, who may additionally face religious and ethnic prejudice71, or even other 
European nationalities, for example in Northern European’s portrayal of Southern 
Europeans as ‘workshy’72. 

With significantly fewer females in top management positions across every 
industry73, women potentially have less opportunity to network with more senior 
women who can mentor them. Further the lack of women in positions of power 
could directly or indirectly create an organisational culture in which women are less 

67. OECD, What is social capital? (2007). [online] Available at: https://www.oecd.org/
insights/37966934.pdf.
68. Babcock, L., Recalde, M., Vesterlund, L. (2018). Why women volunteer for tasks that don’t lead 
to promotions. Harvard Business Review. Available at:  https://hbr.org/2018/07/why-women-
volunteer-for-tasks-that-dont-lead-to-promotions.
69. Eurostat (2019). Only 1 manager out of 3 in the EU is a woman… … even less 
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documents/2995521/9643473/3-07032019-BP-EN.pdf/e7f12d4b-facb-4d3b-984f-bfea6b39bb72
70. Zenger, J., (2018). The Confidence Gap In Men And Women: Why It Matters And How To 
Overcome It. Available at: https://www.forbes.com/sites/jackzenger/2018/04/08/the-confidence-
gap-in-men-and-women-why-it-matters-and-how-to-overcome-it/#31462a5e3bfa
71. Joly, D. and Wadia, K. (2017). Muslim Women and Power: Political and Civic Engagement in West 
European Societies. [online] www.palgrave.com. Palgrave Macmillan UK. Available at: https://
www.palgrave.com/gp/book/9781349693986 
72. Heinrich, H.-A. and Stahl, B. (2015). Pictorial stereotypes and images in the Euro debt crisis. 
National Identities, 19(1), pp.109–127. Available at: https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080
/14608944.2015.1103218 
73. Eurofound (2018), Women in management: Underrepresented and overstretched?, Publications 
Office of the European Union, Luxembourg. Available at: https://www.eurofound.europa.eu/sites/
default/files/ef_publication/field_ef_document/ef18018en.pdf  [Accessed 8 Oct. 2020].
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driven to strive for the top. Although many top firms such as EY, KPMG, Accenture 
etc. are creating initiatives to empower women in the workplace the figures still 
reflect a significant gap between men and women at the top.

In addition, the lack of female leadership means that the culture of the organisation 
is designed by and for men, and typically rewards competitive behaviours rather 
than collaborative ones74. Both competition and collaboration have advantages, 
but women are more likely than men to combine them, acting as ‘transformative’ 
leaders. This leadership style typically produces better results than the 
‘transactional’ leadership style often favoured by men. It cannot be said that women 
make more effective leaders – woman-led organisations are not necessarily more 
profitable – but “cross-national surveys have shown that, in general, women place 
more emphasis on the social values of benevolence and universalism” which has 
positive impact on worker’s quality of life. 

Mentoring provides a solution that can address some of the issues that women 
face: being less willing to or having less opportunities to seek promotions, low self 
confidence and limited female role models. Mentoring has a positive effect on 
interpersonal relationships and social skills as well as academics75. The development 
of these critical skills and the ability to build stronger relationships can equip women 
with the tools needed to enter employment and to progress once employed76. 

Minority women have identified the need to set up networks to offer mentoring 
to women in their communities who may not have access to mainstream networks 
and social-capital building. One example is WCAN77. However, again, this desire by 
women to do something good can end us as unpaid, often emotionally-demanding, 
work, with a limited number of successful professional women from a minority 
group being sought as mentors78,79. This is further compounded if minority women 
are asked to mentor majority colleagues to educate them on diversity80.  

The EU and Council of Europe have led on promoting youth work in Europe81. 
However, what it seeks to achieve and levels of professionalism within the field 
vary across the EU. Further the EU has approached it as a tool to address specific 
challenges such as youth unemployment and marginalisation. This can prove a 
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challenge to designing, delivering and funding projects that address other needs 
identified by young people and youth workers. Most youth work is categorised as 
informal and non-formal learning, as it is recognised as being an opportunity for 
young people to develop soft skills. The European Council continues to develop its 
strategy to increase social, political and individual recognition of youth work across 
all member states.

Non-formal learning is embedded in planned activities not explicitly designated 
as learning (in terms of learning objectives, learning time or learning support). 
It is intentional from the learner’s point of view, may be validated and lead to 
certification, and is sometimes described as semi-structured learning82. Informal 
learning is the learning resulting from daily activities related to work, family or 
leisure. It is not organized or structured in terms of objectives, time or learning 
support. This is the type of experience where we typically forget that we have 
learned something important. For this reason, informal learning is also referred to as 
experiential or incidental/random learning.

There is a limited literature on gender and youth-work. It is suggested that girls 
and boys experience co-educational youth work differently83 and that girls may be 
sidelined in these activities84. Returning to the idea of youthwork being focussed on 
young people’s personal development, rather than as an instrumental solution to 
wider societal problems, Janet Batsleer highlights the need to “focus on the strength 
and potential of girls as beings in their own right, rather than as carriers of social 
problems”. There is a strong feminist tradition of girls-only youth work85, and the 
impact of single-sex activities needs to be better examined, and the choice of young 
women prioritised. There are arguments both for making co-educational activities 
equitable, as well as designing and delivering activities focussed on the needs of 
young women, especially those facing intersectional disadvantage. 

It is clear that young women, especially those who face multiple disadvantage, face 
greater barriers than their male peers to taking on leadership, and being recognised 
for it, both in the citizenship and professional spheres. 
 

82. Cedefop. (2014). Terminology of European education and training policy. [online] Available at: 
https://www.cedefop.europa.eu/en/publications-and-resources/publications/4117  
83.  Ord, J., Carletti, M., Cooper, S., Dansac, C., Morciano, D., Siurala, L. and Taru, M. The Impact 
of Youth Work in Europe: A Study of Five European Countries (Helsinki: Juvenes Print, 2018).
84. Salter, T.  (2017). Young Women, Youth Work and Spaces: Resurgent Feminist Approaches. 
[online] Youth & Policy. Available at: https://www.youthandpolicy.org/articles/young-women-
youth-work-and-spaces-resurgent-feminist-approaches/
85. Cullen, F. (2013). Working With Girls in Youth Work – GEA – Gender and Education Association. 
[online] Available at: http://www.genderandeducation.com/resources-2/pedagogies/working-with-
girls/
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BUILDING

BUILDING YOUNG WOMEN’S LEADERSHIP AT WORK AND 
AS CITIZENS: WHAT WE HAVE LEARNT

This section seeks to bring together our experience from two years of delivering 
Red:GLOW. It draws on feedback from activities, discussions, and in-depth 
interviews with both youth workers and young people. 

This experience is drawn together to better understand the challenges that young 
women face, focussing on those universally experienced across the 6 countries 
and different age-groups involved. 

LACK OF 
CONFIDENCE, FEAR 
OF JUDGMENT AND 
FAILURE

A universal theme hampering young women and women youth workers, across the 
projects, age groups and social backgrounds, was lack of confidence. This has been 
well documented as a reason why professional women fail to progress at the same 
rate as men, failing to put themselves forward for jobs they are qualified for, and 
talking themselves out of opportunities. This was evidenced in all the projects that 
Red:GLOW delivered, with young women seeking reassurance in their decisions or 
being afraid to ask for help for fear of looking incompetent. This manifested itself 
differently in the different cultures and projects, but fundamentally needs to be 
acknowledged and addressed. It is the foundation upon which women’s ability to 
have agency in their own lives is built, without which they cannot lead and succeed 
in the civic or professional spheres.

Schools don’t have the time for this. Creating an affirming environment is 
not prioritised by schools – their priority is academic achievement rather 
than a place where girls feel able to take risks and to fail. To learn that 
trying something new is an achievement, even if it doesn’t work. What 
we are trying to is to facilitate that safe space. You aren’t going to try 
new things if you don’t feel safe and supported. That’s the bedrock of 
everything - knowing that people are interested in my wellbeing. 

Volunteers are part of the conversation of sharing how they are affected 
by these issues, with professional boundaries. Appearing human, 
appearing as a woman with the same challenges, means that the 
young people listen more and can ask questions. Knowing that feeling 
overwhelmed is ok. That even ten years older than them, we were still 
exploring. – R, youth worker, UK

In the Red:GLOW workshop in Rome in 2019, which brought young women from 
all 6 countries together to explore the project’s themes, lack of self-belief, and not 
knowing who to ask for help, were identified as the fundamental barriers that the 
young women felt were holding them back. Whilst they were tasked with identifying 
ways to address this, the solution that they all saw as being deliverable and useful 
was creating an environment where young women could give each other affirmation 
and help each other to identify their strengths. Whilst young women can be very 
judgemental of each other, and poor friendships have been identified by young 

LEADERSHIP
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people in this project as factors that hold them back and damage their confidence, in 
Rome they realised that one of the factors that contributed to their own lack of self-
belief was feeling that they were not as accomplished, skilled or talented as those 
around them. The corollary to this is that it means that they are seeing the strengths 
in their friends that those young women and struggling to see themselves. They 
identified developing positive affirmation of their friends and other young women as 
way of mutually addressing the confidence gap that promises to prevent them from 
reaching their goals. 

In Poland, this theme was expressed strongly: 

We knew that we first had to build trust between the girls and started 
Red:GLOW by creating a family atmosphere. First we baked. They 
felt encouraged and safe. From this position they were able to begin 
speaking up. We had a variety of topics, some challenging and some 
not. It gave them courage. They started to express themselves. In Polish 
education we are so scared of being judged, so this was so important 
as our academic results don’t teach us where we need to improve, 
just whether we have succeeded or failed.  Throughout the activities 
we gave them clear feedback on their strengths and weaknesses, and 
opportunities to grow. but also to encourage better understanding so 
she can find her weaknesses and strengths. 

In addition to the main activities of Red:GLOW we organised seminars 
on fashion and how to dress to look professional. They then exchanged 
opinions. Each girl presented her own outfit and at the end the others 
had the opportunity to give her feedback and suggest improvements. 
Giving and receiving constructive criticism, so that we could help each 
other to improve, was so new. But is crucial for self-development, and to 
becoming a better professional. – Z, youth worker, Poland

As a young woman navigating the start of my career, I have quickly 
come to realise the importance of reflection in my own professional 
development. I have learnt that although having experience is important, 
understanding what you have gained from an experience is equally, 
if not more, salient. By making reflection the cornerstone of my own 
volunteering experiences, I have been able to recognise the value of my 
contribution as well as what skills I need to develop.

The importance of personal reflection, either independently through learning tools, 
or with the support of a mentor, was another important conclusion. Reflection, 
embedded in all of the activities for both young women and youth workers, can help 
young women to cut through their own subjective views of themselves, and have 
a much clearer idea of their actual strengths and skills gaps, which are essential for 
goal-setting, and also for young women to make the links between the skills they 
learn in different spheres of their lives. This is well expressed by a UK participant, 
who shares:

Young women have so many interests and ambitions that at the 
beginning they even do not know what to start with. Many of the young 
women revealed that goal setting and self-reflection have helped them 
to ask the right questions to themselves and focus on a certain aim. – A, 
youth worker, Latvia

As a result of reflection, I have become more confident in myself and 
in my own abilities. I have also gained a professional mentor in the 
process, who has helped me to identify what I want for my future career 
ambitions. What I have gained through reflection is clearly evident, not 
just to myself, but also to my interviewers.

Reflection is an essential part of volunteering. While we can learn many 
things by what we do during a volunteering experience, our knowledge 
is enhanced by reflecting on what we have learnt in the process. It is a 
crucial point in community service as it can help us, as volunteers, to 
become active citizens, think critically and learn from the experience 
as a whole. Reflection can help us to recognise our own skills and 
demonstrate them to others- within our community or at work. -
Through reflection, we gain the ability to be self-aware and critically 
assess oneself. These are important attributes to carry whilst starting out 
in our career as it teaches us about professional development. 

Personally, when I gave myself the opportunity to actually reflect on 
the skills I acquired, I gained confidence. It was empowering to give 
consideration to my own self-growth during my community service. 
Journaling allows you to have a dialogue with yourself whilst keeping 
track on things you have accomplished and learnt. Not only will this 
allow you to be more self-aware of your own actions, but you will also 
gain confidence by learning to pinpoint your strengths. Another key part 
of self-reflection is to learn from your peers and colleagues during your 
volunteering experience. 

By reflecting, we are more aware on the positive impact we have made 
as a citizen and learn to process a complex array of emotional social 
issues or injustices, with peers, in a supportive environment. – A, young 
person, UK

Reflection is an essential tool to build, because the other challenge that young 
people face today, now exacerbated further by COVID, is uncertainty:

Even those who are confident may have very little idea of what career to choose, and 
be paralysed by the number of choices that they have. Some may end up in ten years 
in jobs that don’t yet exist. Reflection skills can help them to set goals and adjust 
them as the world inevitably changes. Through Red:GLOW youth workers developed 
the following diagram to understand this process and how to guide young women in 
developing their reflection skills:
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• Have I achieved my goals?
• What progress have I made? 

Was this what I expected? 
Have I achieved? 

• Have I gained additional 
skills and competencies?

• Recording my achievements 
to develop my CV.

• What are soft skills?
• Why are they important to 

develop?
• What soft skills do I have?

• Gain skills through informal 
and non-formal learning. 
This could be  through 
youth work, in school, work, 
social situations or through 
citizenship activities like 
volunteering or political 
engagement.

• What do I want to achieve 
in my personal, professional 
life and as a citizen?

• What skills do I need to 
develop to achieve this?

• Where shall I start? How can 
I gain this experience?

Practice and 
Development Goal Setting

Reflect Recognise 
Soft Skills

UNCLEAR ROUTES 
INTO DECENT WORK

A universal experience of the youth workers in this project was that the young 
people they were working with – most of whom were between 16 and 24- were not 
well equipped for realistic career goal-setting or how to achieve those goals. 

Consultation across the Red:GLOW partner organisations showed that the main 
labour market barriers young women had were: 
• Not knowing what sort of career options exist and low aspirations
• Few examples of professional success in their own circles (family or community) 
• Lack of access to personal and professional support, career guidance and 

mentoring in their families, social circles, and lack of access to networks. This 
could relate to gender and socioeconomic factors

• Poor recognition of their own skills, especially soft skills, and aptitudes
• Low confidence
• Lack of goal setting ability, ability to make choices, and to take concrete steps 

towards achieving goals
• Lack of commitment to professional development
• Low awareness of the job search and application process, and potential recruiters’ 

expectations

Understanding Decent Work

To understand how best to support the young women we work with it was 
important to come up with a shared understanding of decent work. In order for 
youth workers to understand the challenges that young women may face in their 
working environments it was crucial to understand what good work looks like. 

The EU Charter of Fundamental Rights defines decent employment as that which:

…respects the fundamental rights of the human person as well as the 
rights of workers in terms of conditions of work safety and remuneration. 
... respect for the physical and mental integrity of the worker in the 
exercise of his/her employment. This includes work-life balance.

Young people have this idea from thirty years ago. You need a particular 
degree. You have everything. But this has changed. Employers don’t 
just want a degree. Parents are older: they push for degrees and 
qualifications. Young women need other experience. The girls involved 
in Red:GLOW now have a broader understanding of how to get a job. 
They are now pushing themselves to speak English, when in Spain it 
isn’t too common, but many of them realise that this is what employers 
want. That it opens opportunities to them abroad. When they speak to 

Sustainable Development Goal 8 is also focused on decent work86, stating that 
actions are needed to ensure that young people entering the labour market find 
employment, that underemployment and in-work poverty affect many hard-working 
and qualified people, and that women are more likely to be underutilized in the 
global labour force than men. 

This was, and is, important. We found two recurring biases amongst youth workers. 
First, they also were encouraging young women into the university career track, 
not considering that vocational training or apprenticeships may not only better suit 
a young woman, but also provide a better route into decent work. Partially this 
was from a lack of information on other routes, as well as the dominant idea that 
university is the ‘better’ option. Secondly, and perhaps this was more prevalent in 
professional youth workers, there was the idea that there is a ‘moral superiority’ 
in jobs such as youth work that directly meet the needs of vulnerable people. This 
overlooks the idea that we have seen clearly during the pandemic: we all rely on the 
work of others for our society to function, and that working well in any decent job is 
an act of citizenship. 

Lack of awareness of what future employers are looking for

At a time when some of the world’s most prestigious companies, such as Google, 
no longer require university degrees for entry-level positions, the young people 
involved in this project saw university as their route to a better career.

86. UNDP. (2015). Goal 8: Decent work and economic growth | UNDP. [online] Available at: https://
www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/sustainable-development-goals/goal-8-decent-work-and-
economic-growth.html
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people from different degrees or professions, they now realise that there 
are many fields where they can work that they weren’t aware of and 
also where they can do something to contribute to society. They have 
organised their studies differently to make time for volunteering. This is 
good for them to learn to value their time.  – T, youth worker - Spain

Employers want skills like leadership and communicate, R:G really helped 
me to see it. Most young people think that if they get a good degree and 
have language skills and are presentable, they will get the job. They don’t 
see what employers are really looking for. – J, young person, Spain

Whether still in school, or having already moved into university and the workplace, 
young women – regardless of their abilities or backgrounds - were focussed on 
their academic studies and saw success in them as their only route to success. This 
lowered the confidence of young people with poorer academic abilities, who might 
well have talents in other areas that had not been identified in formal education. 
It was also problematic for those struggling in formal education in other ways – for 
example migrants with broken education, or those with mental health challenges 
– who would not consider other options and were therefore anxious about their 
failure to progress in what they saw to be the only path. 

Despite the EU and major employers recognising the need for soft skills for young 
people to thrive personally, civically and professionally, and emphasising the value 
of non-formal and informal learning, our experience shows that the importance of 
transverse skills are still not widely understood by young people, teachers, parents 
and youth workers. 

Young people – even those from relatively privilege backgrounds – are making their 
tertiary education choices without considering their career options. If they are 
considering careers post-studies, both they (and their parents and teachers) have 
limited and often outdated understandings of their route into those jobs, or whether 
those jobs are suitable. Those in university and completing their studies struggle 
to know how to find, and apply for, their first job, and are hampered if they have 
not invested in work experience and skills development alongside their academic 
studies. 

This identifies two clear gaps: 
1) Schools and universities are insufficiently preparing young women for the world 
of work
2) Parents don’t have the tools and to support their daughters in making good 
decisions for their future careers

Whilst both of these need to be invested in, quality youth work can play 
an important role in addressing this gap. 

The girls identified and invited a range of women from different 
professional backgrounds. This was a win in so many ways. They learned 
so many soft skills from organising this event, building on what they 
had learned through the Red:GLOW programmes. But they also realised 
that there were people out there who had already trodden their paths, 
and that success was possible. They saw that there were professionals 
who were approachable and keen to help them. They realised that they 
could ask for advice to that they could map their path from their current 
situation to where they want to be in ten years time. – O, youth worker, 
UK

THE ROLE 
OF YOUTH WORK 

SHOWCASING 
FEMALE AND 
MINORITY 
PROFESSIONALISM

One way to address this is engaging volunteer youth workers with strong 
professional backgrounds in supporting young women. As all of the partners 
involved in Red:GLOW engage women as volunteers in their work, their value 
was recognised through our reflection together on these themes. Many of these 
volunteers are competent female professionals, some only a few years older than 
the young women they were empowering and have been able to act as roles models 
and sounding boards. Both formally and informally they have been able to provide 
concrete examples of what employers are looking for and the reality of being a 
woman in the workplace. Hearing about the importance of soft skills in entering 
and advancing in professional work from “the horse’s mouth”, including those who 
were interviewing candidates and managing others, was a powerful and convincing 
experience.  This cannot be matched by simply being told by professional youth 
workers about what employers are looking for, when they may not have much 
understanding of it themselves. 

Many of the youth workers were themselves not confident in their own soft 
skills, and had not built up a practice of reflecting upon their own personal and 
professional development. This creates a challenge for them to build this practice 
in young people. In some countries, such as Poland, this is only now becoming 
a professional practice, and only then in more forward-thinking companies. As 
each leadership and volunteering programme consisted of guidelines rather than 
instructions, and facilitation throughout, it meant that the youth workers needed to 
reflect on the subjects at hand in order to best support the young people in gaining 
them, and they valued this. 

Schoolgirls from Baytree, a UK Red:GLOW partner,  supported by young women 
youth workers, arranged a conference for their peers called ‘Sparking Change’. Most 
of the young women involved in Baytree’s programmes are from ethnic minority 
backgrounds and they don’t see many examples of successful women who have 
similar stories. 

This experience of being seen and heard boosted the confidence of the Baytree girls. 
When they were invited to an event for disadvantaged young people on careers at 
a top City firm this prior experience, combined with their leadership training, meant 
that they had the confidence to ask questions of the professionals at the event, 
rather than being intimidated by the novel environment. It showed that setting up 
events for disadvantaged young people to meet professionals without sufficient 
support and preparation meant that they were overwhelming for most young 
people, but could inspire and provide an opportunity for network-building and 
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aspiration-raising for young people adequately supported.
There was a similar experience in Poland where most top positions are occupied by 
men and leadership is associated with men: 

Men are at the top and women are under them. Showcasing female 
success and giving young women the chance to hear from those who had 
overcome barriers, and who were often still overcoming these barriers, 
helped them to be aware of the challenges they would face and prepare 
for them, as well as to realise that they would not be facing them alone. 
Again, the young people were surprised that there were people out 
there who were open to giving them unbiased advice and willing to 
discuss their future plans. – Z, youth worker, Poland

Part of the Red:GLOW programme was the development of a leadership 
course. This took place over the programme. The first year saw it piloted, 
and the second year saw it finalised and delivered in 6 countries. That 
programme and its materials are available here.

When we were preparing the leadership programme, we looked for 
examples of materials online. We found it hard to find materials aimed 
at younger people. Leadership programmes, especially those designed 
with women in mind, are mainly developed for professionals. I read a lot. 
I knew that the young women we work with would not be interested in 
reading loads of articles on leadership. We had to make it practical. 

The success of these events, the demand there was from the young women 
to attend and their feedback afterwards, suggests that there is a great appetite, 
often unknown amongst the young women themselves, to learn how to access 
the world of work, to understand the challenges that they will face and to take 
steps to be ready for them. Their lack of networks, especially amongst those with 
intersectional challenges, is something that can easily begin to be addressed through 
events like this.

Whether or not young women at the beginning of the programmes aspired to 
leadership, or felt that they were capable of it, this essential soft skill for success in 
both the civic and professional spheres was misunderstood. Initially, many of the 
women youth workers tasked with delivering the Red:GLOW leadership programme 
said that they did not see themselves as leaders. Their own understanding of 
leadership, and therefore the model that they were sharing with the young women 
they were working with, prior to this, was one of leaders as ‘bosses’. 

Indeed, the youth worker who prepared the leadership course found that studying 
leadership, in order to  prepare a leadership course for young women in London, 
later shared with organisations across the network, said that it was only after 
preparing this course that she realised that she was a leader every day in the work 
she delivered to inspire young people:

(MIS)UNDERSTANDING 
LEADERSHIP

Women’s leadership is not only about shattering glass ceilings. It is also 
about learning from and guiding one another. At the core of our work 
is the idea that creating opportunities for women is not synonymous 
with creating job opportunities. It is about creating environments that 
are conducive to women’s participation in all aspects of the society – 
to contribute to them and change them. Women’s leadership is, at its 
core, an agenda to promote gender equality – to correct those power 
structures that allow abuse, exploitation, and injustice. – W, young 
person, Italy

As I read, and discussed the development of the programme with my 
colleagues and volunteers, all of us being young women ourselves, we 
realised that our own understanding of leadership was also limited. I had 
never thought of myself as a leader, but of course I am. I lead activities 
for young people all the time! 

As we delivered the programme we realised that we were making the 
course materials are own. I saw our volunteers grow in confidence. When 
the young women were reflecting, we also had the chance to reflect. The 
questions they asked made us question our own assumptions. Reflection 
also helped the volunteers to understand that they had achieved 
something special in delivering this leadership programme. 

After the leadership course I approach our youth work more holistically. 
I have more confidence in myself, but also see that leadership is 
something to embed in everything we do with young women. Before, 
leadership was a word that meant something quite abstract. This 
programme has changed how we, as youth workers, think about it. This 
helps us to help them to be better leaders. It has also taught me that if 
we are to show young women that they can be leaders – whether that is 
in their future careers or in their communities – we have to model that. 
Delivering leadership programmes is a great opportunity for young 
women youth workers to think about what leadership means for us. To 
deliver it well we have to examine our own understanding of leadership – 
we are also the products of our environments. 

The leadership programme can be found here: https://wonderfoundation.org.uk/
redglow/leadership-programme/

Young women involved in Red:GLOW concluded:

https://wonderfoundation.org.uk/redglow/leadership-programme/ 
https://wonderfoundation.org.uk/redglow/leadership-programme/ 
https://wonderfoundation.org.uk/redglow/leadership-programme/ 
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A clear conclusion from all of the projects was that learning about leadership 
was invaluable for young women, but that also they had to see it modelled by 
other women, and have chances to experience leadership, and consequently, this 
was embedded in the leadership programme and reflected in the volunteering 
programme that was developed in parallel: https://wonderfoundation.org.uk/
redglow/volunteering-programme/

(MIS)UNDERSTANDING 
CITIZENSHIP

Citizenship is a term that is widely used, especially at the European level, where we 
talk about European citizenship. However when we started to break it down at the 
beginning of the project, with and for youth workers and youth organisation leaders, 
we saw that it was not well understood. We chose a shared definition, bringing 
together ideas from both the liberal-individualist and civic-republican models, and 
adding the ideas of supranational (European or Global) citizenship . 

We also arrived at a shared understanding of Active Citizenship: 

Red:GLOW definition of Active Citizenship

The Network defines active citizenship as follows: 
a) An active  citizen  promotes  the  quality of  life  in  their community  through  both 
political and non-political engagement, building a more equitable and just society.
 b) An active citizen works to develop her knowledge and skills to achieve this.
 c) Active citizens look for opportunities to create solidarity with others through 
formal and informal activities. 
d) Formal activities could include structured volunteering and engagement in 
campaigns.
e) Informal activities could include creating supportive environments within 
organizations and encouraging people to be inclusive and generous to those in their 
immediate family and social circles. 
f) Undertaking paid decent work is an act of citizenship, and we can act to create a 
more equitable and just society within our workplaces. 
g) Policies to promote active citizenship should recognize gendered barriers to 
participation.

Identifying as Citizens
It’s important to note that situations of nationalism and national identity, or 
regionalism and regional/ minority identities, are different in each country and 

city that Red:GLOW took place in. In our experience, many young Londoners from 
minority backgrounds would identify first as Londoners, without having a clear 
sense of national identity. Sense of national identity can also change in the face of 
‘othering’ or being excluded, being told that an identity that you thought you could 
claim was not in fact yours to own. Nationalism has been growing in the UK (to the 
point of Brexit) and in Poland. Regionalism has grown in Spain and the UK. Latvia and 
Slovenia are wrangling with their post-independence identities, and what national 
identity and citizenship means when there are significant minorities (of Russians and 
those from the former Yugoslavia) living in the country after they left the USSR and 
Yugoslavia respectively. 

We found that young people’s understanding of how political systems work in their 
country was often low, and they didn’t know how to engage in the system, and 
contact their politicians at either the local, national or European level. They also 
didn’t know what level of government was responsible for different services or 
decisions. This low level of understanding means that they are frustrated and feel 
unheard. They find engaging in initiatives on issues that are important to them such 
as the ‘Extinction Rebellion’ to be better uses of their time. There is often a sense, 
even found with the youth workers, that engagement with formal powers structures 
was futile because elected officials simply didn’t understand the issues that meant 
so much to them. 

A fundamental point of Red:GLOW was developing active citizenship, both as a 
good in its own right, but also as a way for women to have more ability to lead, own 
and create change in their communities. This provides opportunities to gain skills 
and broaden their networks so as to progress as professionals. Feedback from all 
partner organisations showed that the only time they would link these activities 
into citizenship, as opposed to simply promoting positive societal contribution, was 
thanks to this EU lens. This is particularly concerning for the UK, given Brexit. 

It is a challenge to developing young women’s citizenship in other ways. The general 
feedback we had from young people engaged in the project, who have chosen to 
engage in active citizenship through their participation in Red:GLOW, was that their 
peers, in general, had little interest in political engagement, low knowledge of how 
to engage if they wanted to, and limited interest in volunteering. In addition, both 
young people and youth workers, when asked what citizenship meant, first chose 
narrow definitions related to rights as nationals in a country.

The concept of citizenship in the UK is an odd one. I associate it with 
legal paperwork rather than who you are and how you treat people. For 
the young people I work with they have varying nationalities and varying 
legalities and senses of self-identity. Many young people are comfortable 
thinking about nationality – they understand that – but citizenship is 
quite a philosophical idea. At school we weren’t encouraged to think 
about being citizens and what it meant to be a responsible citizen. I 
associate it more with Rome, the Greek city states that being a citizen. 

Now, as an adult, when I hear ‘citizen’ it is usually in relation to the 
citizenship test, or nationalist ideas. The EU definition, and how we talk 
about it in Red:GLOW, is not how we connect citizenship in our mind. We 

When I started the leadership programme I wasn’t sure what I was 
going to learn. It was an option given to me, and I thought it might be 
interesting. I didn’t know what it would contain. A year ago I would have 
said that a leader was the typical person who always talks in class, or 
wants to be president, who tells people what to do, but in a aggressive 
way. Now my view of leadership has changed. I think that a leader is a 
person who moves a project forward, so the others can feel good and 
feel important about their own contribution. Organising and motivating, 
doing more than others. Leaders have to listen. They are connectors.
– J, young person, Spain

https://wonderfoundation.org.uk/redglow/volunteering-programme/
https://wonderfoundation.org.uk/redglow/volunteering-programme/
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In Poland, the current situation is divided. When young people think of 
citizenship, they think of migrants. They think of freedom. Many Polish 
people see the EU as opposing non-Polish ideas in our country. They hear 
people saying that Poland doesn’t accept migrants, but our universities 
are full of Ukrainians. There are 2 million Ukrainians here. The European 
conversation seems very different from their reality, and the stories 
in newspapers make it hard for young people to think clearly about 
citizenship. – Z, youth worker, Poland

I can’t be bothered to vote. I can’t even remember who our prime 
minister is. He changes all the time, but nothing changes for the better.
 – R, young person, Italy

Engaging Young Women in Being Heard

Disillusionment with mainstream politics was seen across all of the projects, 
although some project saw young women interested in charismatic leaders, 
especially in left-wing movements. Despite European elections taking place in the 
timeframe of the project, young people did not express much interest. Across our 
projects, young people had little confidence in their political leaders, and often felt 
that they did not speak for them or represent them. This is particularly so of young 
women facing multiple disadvantage, who see white men, often from privileged 
backgrounds, in power.

However, despite their low levels of interest in politics, and feeling powerless to 
create local change, they were inspired by young women like Greta Thunberg, their 
peer, and someone taking concrete action as an active citizen on an issue that young 
people, across the world, feel their politicians are failing to act upon: environmental 
degredation.

In general people don’t care about society. Maybe when we are older we 
will be more engaged. But students don’t care. We have a relationship 
with others in our class, but we don’t care about society, and that we 
should care because we are part of it. Most people don’t care until 
they are working, or have a family, people then care about their rights, 
the economic, healthcare situation and so on. At university, people 
don’t care. If they do care, they care about things like feminism and the 
environment. They fight for it. It matters to them. “ – J, young person, 
Spain

Perhaps this suggests that young women have an emergent sense of supranational 
citizenship. Is the route into them understanding citizenship through this lens? 
Helping them to see how international issues like environmental sustainability, 
the impact of globalisation on worker exploitation, #BlackLivesMatter and other 
campaigns against excluding minorities, can be informed by action focussed on their 
manifestations at local, national and supranational scales.

teach it though values, rather than as a concept. 

When people teach citizenship we often teach it in very narrow ways, 
or we teach good values, and we expect them to be able to carry those 
values into their citizenship behaviours. We need to teach that human 
rights trump legalistic ideas of citizenship, and that some people have 
more rights than others, because of their passport or where they were 
born. 

If it wasn’t for EU projects, I doubt we would be talking about citizenship 
in a holistic sense. It doesn come up anywhere else. – O, youth worker, 
UK

We’ve seen the young people be very disillusioned with politics, and 
then after seeing them complain about challenges in their lives and 
communities, that this is all related to politics. Seeing that politics isn’t 
just about old white men in Westminster, but about everything, every 
day. That citizenships is about how we go about our day – being nice to 
people or not. This has clicked. They see how this links together. They 
now say things that their parents have said. Seeing the difference in 
parties and personalities, but looking at policy and making informed 

political decisions. Not just based on whether or not we like ‘Boris’. 
Last week we were talking about citizenship and seeing what they had 
been doing outside of Baytree. Sometimes they don’t make the link for 
themselves that what they are doing is citizenship. – R,  youth worker, UK

The political situation doesn’t help young people to take social action. I 
wanted to plant trees after a forest fire with other young people. It was 
so difficult, so bureaucratic. It was impossible to actually do something 
simple and good. People burn themselves trying to fight for things. I have 
many friends who have tried to do things and not been able to. You have 
to find people with more power than you. – J, young person, Spain
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Disillusionment with mainstream politics doesn’t mean that young people are 
owning change through volunteering. Their disillusion in many places seems to 
correlate with a lack of interest in mainstream volunteering unless it is promoted 
to them. 

This suggests that a main factor challenging young women’s engagement in 
active citizenship isn’t just the lack of opportunities for women, or the lack of 
women in power to make them believe that they can aspire to this, but a general 
disillusionment with the older generation and the existing power structures. Perhaps 
the best policy recommendation is also the most challenging: higher levels of 
accountability and transparency amongst politicians to inspire confidence. 

Throughout Europe, well-intention people give their time and support to meet the 
needs of vulnerable migrants, including refugees, and this can be an important step 
towards creating integration and citizenship. However, this volunteering can also 
reinforce power hierarchies87 and objectify vulnerable people as a way for 
volunteers to benefit both to gain skills and feel purposeful. 

This was explored with the volunteering resources prepared for youth workers and 
young people as part of this project: https://wonderfoundation.org.uk/redglow/
volunteering-programme/. An experience from Italy shows how youth volunteering 
can change social attitudes, leading to the formation of meaningful relationships, 
and engaging young people as citizens: 

VOLUNTEERING AND 
SOCIAL INTEGRATION

87. Stock, I. (2019). Buddy Schemes between Refugees and Volunteers in Germany: Transformative 
Potential in an Unequal Relationship? Social Inclusion, 7(2), p.128. Available at: https://www.
cogitatiopress.com/socialinclusion/article/view/2041 [Accessed 8 Oct. 2020].

It isn’t just refugees. There are many people who are overlooked. Volunteering 
can give young people the chance to see the real problems they are facing. If we 
don’t give young people these human encounters, if we keep them in comfortable 

CREATING CHANGE 
THROUGH SOCIAL 
ACTION

In general, people learn about politics from their families. Young people 
think what their parents think, they don’t think for themselves. A few 
people question, but not many. They just complain about situations but 
they don’t look for solutions. Whatever the subject. They just blame 
politicians. People feel they don’t have power. We have no power to 
influence our politicians. People petition or protest – that is the only 
power that people think they have. – J, young person, Spain

Equally, citizenship is something that can take place in the workplace. Beyond 
Corporate Social Responsibility, workplaces can look into their supply chains, as UK 
businesses have been instructed to under the Modern Slavery Act. They can ensure 
that workers are fairly compensated. They can ensure that men and women are paid 
the same for the same roles. Speaking up at work for fair and ethical practices is an 
act of citizenship. Understanding that young women can act proactively as citizens in 
their workplaces is another thing that professional women volunteering with young 
people can showcase .

In Italy, the young people planned a volunteering project working 
with refugees and migrants in Rome. There are many migrants in 
Italy, some legal and some irregular. There is a lot of strong feeling 
against migrants, and there are many prejudices against people 
who look a certain way, or come from certain countries. 

Even within our group of young people, some of whom were from 
migrant backgrounds themselves, but it Italy to study, there were 
prejudices against migrants. This was amongst young people 
who had signed up to volunteer because they were interested 
in improving society. This didn’t surprise us, because we are 
surrounded by this rhetoric all the time in the news.

Ethically it is a challenge to send young women to volunteer with 
people they may have prejudices against, but in reality we saw that 
this was a universal challenge. Many people volunteer to help poor 
people, but also judge them for being poor. That doesn’t mean that 
we don’ have a duty to help people in need. 

Before the girls went to volunteer we tried to explore some of 
the issues of migration with them. To ask why they thought that 
these migrants had made such difficult journeys to Italy across 
the sea. Putting themselves and even their families at risk. Many 
responded with the common opinion: to make money. We asked 
them what they thought their lives must have been like in Africa to 
take such a risk. Was it their fault for being born in a country with 
few opportunities? Were they less human for having an African 
passport? Did this affect their human rights? 

I would like to say that the girls were well prepared for their visits 
to the Refugee Reception Centre. Their first experience there was 
overwhelming for most of them. You see suffering in people’s eyes. 
They saw girls their own age. They heard stories that put human 
faces to all of the things they had see on the news. It was very 
emotional. – M, youth worker, Italy 

I became aware of the huge challenges that other people face and of the 
situations of war and poverty in other countries. Volunteering helped 
me to leave my comfort zone, my sort of  protected world. It opened my 
horizons on how to be a more active and responsible citizen. I decided to 
celebrate my birthday in the Refugee Centre and have a part there with 
the children. It has changed how I see the world. – M, young person, Italy

https://wonderfoundation.org.uk/redglow/volunteering-programme/
https://wonderfoundation.org.uk/redglow/volunteering-programme/
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88. NCS | No We Can | National Citizen Service. [online] Available at: https://wearencs.com/ 
89. National Citizen Service. 2015. “National Citizen Service 2015 Evaluation”. London: Department 
for Culture, Media and Sport. Available at:https://wearencs.com/sites/default/files/2020-07/
NCS%202015%20Evaluation%20Report.pdf  

An experience across our projects was that the issues that young women engaged 
with were often of interest across social backgrounds. Issues like racism and injustice 
towards migrants and refugees, environmental degradation or child hunger were 
of interest to socially-engaged girls, regardless of their personal situation. Personal 
experience, and experience of multiple disadvantage, therefore, mediated how they 
thought about these issues and how to approach them. 

Using a reflective approach allowed these young women to think about how to 
address them, rather than simply talk about them: moving from a conversation 
to taking action is an important dimension of citizenship, as well as fundamental 
if young women are going to take leadership (and gain soft skills). Well facilitated 
by sensitive youth workers, co-producing solutions to these projects can see the 
lived experience of each young woman recognised, and each young person to 
learn from and value the others. In the UK this has been done at scale through the 
National Citizenship Service88, a key outcome of which has been that young people 
have had the chance to meet others outside of their own socio-economic-cultural 
backgrounds, forming friendships and developing social integration and capital89. 

Through a Slovenian lens, young Latin American women involved in Red:GLOW 
saw different understandings of citizenship as one of their barriers to integration. 
Whilst young Slovenians are raised to be civically-minded, many of the young Latin 
Americans didn’t realise that volunteering was not a full-time commitment, but a 
way of combining service to others with having the power to create and own change 
in their own neighbourhoods and communities. Challenges with infrastructure and 
corruption in their countries of origin had made these seem futile in their previous 
lives. Getting the young people – migrants and host - to work together to explore 
these themes and their different understanding and experiences was very enriching, 
not only to help them to understand the subject at hand, but also to develop their 
intercultural understanding and communication skills, and to foster integration.

The language we use when discussing and promoting social action is also important. 
The way we talk about the people we aim to help affects whether they are seen 
as the equals of the volunteers, or simply the recipients of charity. This greatly 
affects the ability of volunteering programmes to be spaces of co-production and 
relationship building between young people with varying degrees of privelege, 
rather than simply transactional.

BUILDING ACTIVE 
CITIZENSHIP 
THROUGH A TOPICAL 
FOCUS

In 2018-19 young people from the  Red:GLOW partners in the UK, Spain and Slovenia 
worked together on an Erasmus+ Strategic Dialogue Programme called ‘SEE-ME’. 
The topical focus of the programme was Modern Slavery. Through learning from 
experts the young people (male and female) involved in the project developed three 
campaign ideas over the course of several months. These campaigns to address 
Modern Slavery were then launched in the UK Parliament, receiving praise from 
MPs, NGOs and policy-makers. 

However, in discussion with these young people and the youth workers who had 
supported them, some of whom later participated in the Red:GLOW programme, the 
impact went far beyond learning about Modern Slavery. 

The Spanish young people shared that few had heard of Modern Slavery before the 
project, and had certainly not considered that it could be taking place in Aragon 
where they lived. This realisation that people – including many young women – could 
be experiencing exploitation so close by came as a shock to them, but also drove 
them to find out more. In developing their understanding and their engagement in 
the campaigns, they developed research skills, as well as learning how politicians 
and policy-makers made decisions at the local, national and European level. This 
understanding of how their democracy works is crucial for ongoing citizenship. 

It is notable that the young women – mostly university students - who engaged in 
this project were all interested in human rights and equality issues, and pro-active 
as citizens amongst their peers. Despite this, their understanding of what their 
elected representatives did, and how to influence them, was very limited. However, 
since this experience, several of these young people have gone on to share their 
understanding not only of the issue with other young people, and also to set up new 
initiatives, knowing the decision-makers to speak with in order to take it forward. 
This included an initiative to plant trees. 

This programme also gave young people the chance to develop soft skills, ranging 
from communications to planning, teamwork and leadership. 

Another example is building citizenship through the lens of fashion. Participants 
in Red:GLOW in Poland explored confidence-building, self-image and professional 
behaviour through workshops on fashion. This lit a spark for some of them, and has 
proven to be a route into active citizenship: 

bubbles, how do we expect them to become pro-active citizens? How can we expect 
them to think analytically about these issues when they vote?

SOCIAL ACTION 
PROJECTS AS SOCIAL 
INTEGRATION

and are now setting up a foundation about fashion and its importance 
in society. The initial session and the conversations that followed led 
them to get in touch with a number of people involved in fashion. The 
want their foundation to teach not only about beauty but also what 
is behind it. The actions are divided into activities for girls, teenagers, 
professionals, mothers returning to work. We cooperate with models, 
companies, stylists. There is important conversations to have around 
sustainability – environmental and social impact. – Z, youth worker, 
Poland

Fashion is the thing that women love. Everyone wants to look good. But we 
also have to understand the importance of the fashion industry and the 
messages we send with our image. The young women took initiative 
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VALUING FEMALE-
ONLY SPACES 

A fundamental part of the design of Red:GLOW was that it focussed on empowering 
young women through youth work designed by and for young women. As discussed 
above, there are arguments both for and against girls-only youth work, although 
there is a strong feminist case for having it as an option for young women. 

Across Europe there are different availabilities of single-sex education and activities. 
In Poland, Slovenia and Latvia, co-education is the norm. In Spain, the UK and Italy it 
is possible to access single sex-schooling. At the same time, we see a proliferation of 
female-only programmes aimed at getting girls into STEM. 

The evidence both for and against single-gender education is poor, despite the fact 
that it has direct bearing on millions of school children each year. At a time when we 
are seeking to build young women’s confidence and agency, the reflection of one of 
the youth workers delivering Red:GLOW is important: 

Volunteering is an opportunity to create inclusion, integration and 
solidarity within society. In our normal lives, we often get to know only 
people like us. We meet them at school, through family, at work or 
through our hobbies. We often don’t meet people from social, cultural 
or educational backgrounds that are different from ours. Through 
volunteering we can meet others with different lives and experiences. If 
we are open to learning from them and treating them as equals, this can 
be very enriching. – A, young person, UK

Each of the countries involved in Red:GLOW has a different history of volunteering, 
and cultural understandings about who are the ‘deserving poor’, and the tension 
between volunteering as altruistic, transaction, or solidarity. For this reason, 
embedding reflection on this into the volunteering programme was essential. 
Volunteering programmes cannot be constructed without appreciating that they 
have the ability to reinforce biases and power dynamics with unjust societies, and 
young women’s skills cannot be developed at the expense of perpetuating other 
multiple disadvantages.

I came here to make a difference. I wanted to volunteer. I didn’t expect 
to make friends with other young women like I have. I have had the 
chance to share my story but also to learn from others. – M, young 
person – Latvia  

Young women are choosing this programme. They are choosing to come 
to a girl’s-only setting. They are choosing to make friends and meet 
friends here. They are choosing to volunteer here. There might not 
be a strong evidence base for it, but they are choosing it for themselves, 
and it is not because it is the only option.

The girls we work- many of whom come from minority groups- face very 
different pressures at home than their brothers. They have pressure 
to be real carers – help with household chores, looking after younger 
siblings. They have things they struggle to talk to their parents about: 
interests in relationships, friendships, social media and how to present 
yourself. Reputation. There seems to be so much going on as well as 
them trying to do well at school. For young women every problem is 
HUGE. You can’t park things. Everything is real NOW. Mentoring helps, 
but also having a personal approach is really important. We set up the 
programmes to be very welcoming and inclusive, so that by the time 
they finished, the girls had made new friends. We had conversations with 
them about things that affect them. Having open conversations. 
Making them realise that they are safe. Helping them to see that they 
were all facing similar challenges. In a mixed environment it is hard 
to have those conversations. 

In a girls only environment you have the space to think about your 
achievement. You don’t think about glass ceilings. Women are 
empowered and think they can achieved. They see that women 
are leading the activities and women can lead. I think it’s a positive 
environment. We try to show in the way we are working that we want 
everyone to achieve. Not that you are a failure if they don’t, but that 
their wellbeing is important. It isn’t a competitive environment. Girls 
feel that they matter. I went to a school where you fight to survive. 
You have to think about yourself and your survival. It didn’t make you 
confident. Looking out for one another, being kind, active citizenship, 
doing something for each other, not just our personal success. Not just 
being the best and loudest and most dominant. Creating an environment 
where we commend people for helping each other. We see friendships, 
and ‘big-sister’ relationships. – R, youth worker, London

They are choosing [girls-only activities], and if they want them, and 
come, it is obviously valuable. I would also say that, in general, youth 
work has lots of evidence that it gets dominated by boys as they get 
older. Sports clubs, for example. Teenage girls often have domestic 
responsibilities that their brothers don’t have. And as they get older they 
want more responsibilities. They don’t just want activities, they want 
responsibilities and the chance to grow. They don’t just want to hang 
out. And if they do, they don’t need to be hear. In general, I think that 

Another London Youth Worker, O, shared:
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A youth worker from Spain, T, shared that: 

This was echoed in what a Polish youth worker, Z, who shared:  

Girls can express themselves more freely when it is a single-sex activity. 
When they were exploring citizenship they looked into Modern Slavery. 
They wouldn’t have been able to reflect on sexual exploitation in our 
city and their solidarity with these women if they have been in a mixed 
group. They could speak freely. These topics are sensitive. But it was this 
sense of solidarity that led them to think more seriously about their own 
citizenship.  

Confidence is very important for young women to develop. They need to 
recognise their value. In our society they are obsessive about their image 
and social media. Girls are sensitive about their appearance and how 
they are perceived. I think that when you try to build a healthy way to 
see themselves and each other, it is important to disconnect. A project to 
address this works better with girls on their own. You can create a setting 
where girls feel safe. To create an environment where they feel safe to 
be themselves is important. The gaze without judgment is so important. 
When girls and boys are together the pressure to express yourself is 
different. Activities without boys can allow girls to be more. 

Most education in Poland is co-educational. This is normal for us. But it 
is so important for women to learn leadership and to have opportunities. 
Management positions are still occupied by men. Men are at the top 
and women are always under them. We see this in salaries. In the UK 
there are possibilities of suing if salaries are not equal. In Poland this 
is impossible. We need to talk about this loudly. We need to eliminate 
this discrimination. There are now some programmes for professional 
women to get together and support each other, but this is unusual 
for younger women. It’s too late for them to learn about leadership 
once they are already working. They need the option to look at what 
this means for them, as women, much sooner. Leadership is for them! 
And some of the challenges they face are specifically because they are 
women, even if they don’t realise this. They need the chance to explore 
this with other girls. 

many boys – girls volunteer. They want to contribute. Many boys are 
happy to hang out and play football. That’s great, and many open-access 
youthclubs are full of boys. It may be that the girls aren’t comfortable 
with the boys, or it just isn’t what girls want.

SUPPORTING 
PARENTS  

When youth workers are invested in addressing the barriers that young women face, 
it can appear that parents are more of a hindrance than a support to their daughters. 
This can be especially so when youth workers are encountering families from 
different socio-economic and cultural backgrounds from themselves, who may hold 
different values or have different aspirations for their daughters than are dominant 
in local society, and may come from strongly gendered cultures.

It is important for youth workers to recognise that most of young women’s non-
formal learning and soft-skills development happens outside of youth work – much 
within their homes and families. Recognising this is crucial to developing effective, 
integrated support strategies for young women. It is also important that youth 
workers recognise their biases and realise that they can affect the self-confidence of 
the young women they work with. The fact that a family is permitting their daughter 
to attend your youth activities is already proof that they are invested in her thriving. 

We decided to organize a show with the parents and let them know 
what we have done with their children. The result was moving when the 
parents asked us not to stop with the project: they were keen on project 
activities. – G, youth worker, Slovenia

However, the generational barrier between young women, young women youth 
workers, and parents appears as a challenge regardless of background. Across 
our projects, parents were pushing their daughters into university, and in certain 
countries, pushing their daughters into certain fields of study that they thought 
would lead to the best career options.

There are many parents with jobs in the village, like a small shop. 
They think university is the top, so it is the only option they will allow 
their children to do. I have friends like this. Then there are parents 
with a university degree, who think it would be less to do a superior 
grade course. University graduates are ‘better’. They will only pay for 
university. One of my friends told her parents she wants to do arts. They 
would tell her not to do this. They wouldn’t let her. They would only pay 
for her to study medicine, vet, law etc. 

Parents need courses to show them how to be good parents. 
To give freedom to their children. To allow them to live their own lives.
To allow them to make mistakes so they can learn. Parents fear their 
children failing. 

The parents are the person’s biggest influence. They love you because 
you are theirs. They care about you. They have so much power over 
you. When you are a teenager you don’t listen to them, but what they 
think about you is so important. If they tell you you are a failure you will 
believe it. They can make you believe in yourself. They need to know this. 
They need to know that they help us to be ourselves, and to help us 
to be free and happy.  – J, young person, Spain
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CREATING 
AN INTEGRATED 
APPROACH TO 
YOUNG WOMEN’S 
THRIVING

Parents haven’t grown up in this digital age. Even younger parents 
don’t always realise that the way young women use the internet and 
how it affects their lives every hour of the day through their phones is 
fundamentally different than their childhoods. – H, youth worker, Italy

Involving parents in youth work, and having a collaborative approach to supporting 
their daughters, is much easier when girls are young, and especially when they are 
still living at home. The age at which young women leave home varies across Europe, 
but engaging the parents of university students is unlikely to be welcomed 
by students who are seeking independence. 

Whilst this means that engaging parents in the projects that Red:GLOW has delivered 
with older young women is unrealistic, it does suggest that better education for 
parents, or access to information on supporting their child’s future thriving 
is needed. 

Many of the young people involved in this project, and the volunteers involved as 
youth workers, saw citizenship and work as distinct spheres. Work was where you 
earned money, unless you chose to work in a socially-conscious role, such as in a 
charity, politics, or in another service-focussed role. 

There was little understanding amongst young people that working was a social act. 
The focus on keyworkers in the times of COVID virus may have started to address 
this. We realise that ‘lowly’ workers, such as cleaners, shop-workers, care-workers, 
and bin-collectors are offering essential services, their labour directly contributing to 
our wellbeing. But the necessity of this labour is not financially compensated. 

Overall, a clear conclusion to this project is that an integrated approach to youth 
work and young women’s thriving is needed. All activities need to: 
• Aim to boost confidence and self-knowledge
• Build an understanding that failure is an essential element for learning
• Engage young women’s wider support systems, such as parents
• Embed reflection on strength, weaknesses and goal-setting
• Expose young women to wider social experiences and networks
• Give young women the chance to lead 
• Purposefully engage young women from different socio-economic and cultural 

backgrounds as equals
• Link the spheres of citizenship and professional development
• Ensure that youth workers are adequately trained and understand the challenges 

that the young women they work with face within this broad context. 

Confidence
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POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS TO DEVELOP YOUNG 
WOMEN’S LEADERSHIP

Our recommendations are broad, taking into consideration the variance across 
Europe in gender inequality and the different manifestations are multiple 
disadvantage

1) Post-COVID policies to address the pandemic’s economic impact, and impact on 
employment, must be looked at through a gendered lens that considers multiple 
disadvantage. They must take into consideration that women, minority communities 
and those facing economic challenges have been disproportionately affected by 
COVID, compounding the disadvantage that they already faced before the pandemic. 

2) Youth policy and programming needs to be conscious of how young women’s 
long-term thriving depends on seeing the challenges that they face as interlinked, 
rather than independent. They should better integrate skill development, citizenship 
rights and responsibilities and access to decent work and career progression. Both 
an understanding of leadership and opportunities for youth leadership should be 
embedded in programmes. Inequity means that the contributions that women are 
making are not equally recognised or valued and their ability to influence change is 
limited. This is systemic, and the conversation needs to progress beyond arguments 
about the impact of maternity and women choosing to work in sectors that are 
less well financially compensated. Complementing this, the value of female-only 
programmes should be considered. 

3) National Governments should look to improve young people’s preparation for 
the workplace, promoting all routes that lead into decent work, and ensuring that 
education equips young people with the skills – and ability to gain the soft skills – 
that will lead into decent work. The narrow focus on academic success needs to be 
reviewed. 

4) Quality youth work that prepares young women to thrive should be invested in 
at European, national and local levels. Narrow focuses on empowering marginalised 
young people need to be examined, if they perpetuate social exclusion and prevent 
them from developing social capital. Programmes that indirectly also provide 
opportunities for social integration should be promoted. 

5) Low levels of citizenship, and lack of understanding of how different aspects of 
citizenship fit together and allow young people to both claim rights and create a 
more just society are concerning. In the face of poor examples of political leadership, 
elected officials, and the systems that put candidates forward for election, must be 
held to higher standards of accountability and transparency. Without these changes, 
confidence in democracy is unlikely to grow amongst young people. Programmes 
that educate young people on systems of power and provide tools for advocacy 
through themes that engage them should be promoted, as well as opportunities for 
them to develop and lead action to improve their own communities facilitated. 

6) Programmes to better educate and inform the adults who guide young women in 
their career choices should be developed to meet national needs. Parents, teachers 
and youth workers need to have access to up-to-date information on routes into 

employment, growing industries and in-demand skills so that their advice and 
support is relevant. 

7) There should be national and EU-level conversations on how we recognise the 
value of typically ‘female’ work and skills. The keyworker roles that have been 
so valued during the pandemic, often poorly compensated and seen as ‘lesser’, 
often fall into this category, for example nurses, carers, and teachers. Rather 
than accepting that these jobs, which attract many female workers, are poorly 
compensated, we should examine why we think it is acceptable to pay low salaries to 
skilled people doing essential work. In addition, the value of many women’s essential 
but unpaid and invisible work in caring for family members of all ages should be 
recognised. 

8) Programmes that put young women into contact with professional women 
of different ages, backgrounds and industries should be enabled, whether these 
are schemes that facilitate professional women to volunteer with young women, 
exchanges of experiences, or mentoring programmes. 

9) Training should be made available to both professional and voluntary youth 
workers so that they have the tools to best support the young women they work 
with in integrated ways. Youth workers cannot develop knowledge and skills in the 
young people they do not have this capacities themselves. 
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